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Abstract— Kashmir valley is popularly known as paradise 

on earth. It attracts tourists from every corners of the world. 

Very few states of India have such natural beauties like 

Kashmir. There are many areas which are most attractive 

and beautiful and have great potential of ecotourism but are 

yet to be unexplored and untapped. Bangus Valley in district 

Kupwara of Jammu and Kashmir is one among these 

unexplored tourist spots that can provide many attractions to 

its visitors in terms of scenic beauty, floristic and faunistic 

diversity and pollution free environment. This beautiful 

Valley has vast potential to become an International tourist 

destination for eco-tourists and also for becoming Asia‟s 

biggest golf course. It has great potential for both summer 

and winter tourism. The exploration of the Bangus will help 

in reducing ever increasing tourist pressure on the already 

developed tourist destinations. Therefore, this paper aims to 

investigate and analyse the ecotourism potential of Bangus 

valley and also identifies the problems, strength, and 

possibilities of the Bangus Valley to become an eco-tourist 

hub of Kashmir. The present study is based on secondary 

sources obtained from various organizations in order to gain 

better results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tourism denotes the temporary, short term or prolonged 

movement of people to destinations away from their normal 

habitat and work or under takes their regular activities. 

Tourism remains the world‟s largest industry and one of the 

fastest growing sectors, accounting for over one-third of the 

value of total worldwide services trade. Today ecotourism is 

one of the fastest growing segments of the tourism industry. 

Its potential growth is virtually unlimited. The term 

Ecotourism was first described by Hector Ceballos 

Lascurain as „Travelling relatively undisturbed or 

uncontaminated natural areas with the specific objectives of 

studying, admiring, and enjoying the scenery and its wild 

plants and animals, as well as any manifestations (both past 

and present) found in these areas‟. The International 

Ecotourism society defines ecotourism as “responsible 

travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and 

improves the welfare of local people.” It is an important 

instrument used for contribution to preservation of the 

natural landscape and offers a solution to the poverty 

problem commonplace in underdeveloped regions. In 

addition, it produces a structure utility for the economic 

development and political progress of the local population, 

providing a resource for training of the visitors and for 

preservation. Ecotourism provides more enjoyable 

experiences for tourists through more meaningful 

connections with local people and a greater understanding of 

local culture, social and environmental issues, etc. It 

encourages respect between tourists and hosts, and built 

local pride and confidence.  

The valley of Kashmir has been a place of 

attraction to the tourists from the very beginning. Because of 

its natural beauty and cultural heritage, it attracts tourists 

from every corners of the world. The bubbling streams, 

snow covered peaks, evergreen forests, lush green meadows, 

cool and sweet water, pleasant climate and lily laden lakes 

are unparallel and unmatchable throughout the world and 

offers good attraction to the tourists. The Mughals aptly 

called Kashmir „The Paradise on Earth‟. Tourism is one of 

the potential sectors of Kashmir and provides jobs to 

thousands of youths. But there are many sites which have 

great potential of tourism but are yet to be unexplored by the 

decision maker or relevant agency of Kashmir. Bangus 

Valley is one among these hidden tourist sites which has 

rich potential for ecotourism and it is very fast growing in 

this state. It is best destination of eco tourism due to its 

natural beauty, landscape, meadows bubbling streams, 

archaeological sites, picnic spots, forest and wildlife. It is a 

perfect hub for promoting eco tourism. The green patches 

provide shelter to some of the best plant, bird, mammals, 

reptiles and amphibians species. In this area, the scope of 

nature based tourism, research based tourism, culture based 

tourism, and eco- tourism is quite evident. It is high time we 

explode our natural treasures and utilize it. 

II. STUDY AREA 

The area of study is the Bangus valley which is an 

unexplored region and unknown tourist paradise of sensitive 

district Kupwara (J&K) India. It is situated in the North 

Western periphery of Tehsil Handwara of District Kupwara, 

97 Kms away from Srinagar, summer capital of Jammu and 

Kashmir (India). It lies between 34
0 

22ˊ 2˝ N latitude and 

74
0 

3ˊ 27˝ E longitude at an attitude of 3044 meters (10,000 

feet) above mean sea level. The total area of 

Bangus Valley is approximately 300 Sq. Kms with 

sloppy topography. It is a huge meadow comprised of two 

parts – Bada Bangus (large Bangus) and Chota Bangus 

(Small Bangus). It is surrounded by Rajwar and Mawar in 

the East, Qazinag and Shamusbary hills in the West side, 

Chowkibal Mountains and Karnah Galli on the northern 

side, Leepa Mountains in the south, towards north-west are 

Badrum alpine region which is rich in medicinal herbs.  
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Fig. 1: Location of Bangus valley in Kupwara district of J& K (India) 

A. Objectives of the Study: 

The main objectives of the present study are: 

 To highlight the potentiality and wide scope of eco- 

tourism in Bangus Valley.  

 To create interest and awareness among people in 

eco- tourism.  

 To identify the major problems, constraints and 

possibilities of the Bangus Valley to become an 

eco-tourist hub. 

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATABASE 

The methodological principles adopted for the present 

analyses is based on empirical observation conducting 

through field studies and use of secondary data obtained 

from published and unpublished sources such as Department 

of Tourism J&K, Economic Survey J&K 2013-2014, United 

Nations World Tourism Organisation, World Travel and 

Tourism Council, Ministry of Tourism-GOI etc. 

IV. POTENTIAL OF ECO-TOURISM IN BANGUS VALLEY  

Bangus Valley with vast tourism potential is one of the 

relatively unexplored grasslands and unknown tourists 

paradise situated in the lap of Himalayan Mountains. It is a 

part of a unique ecological area, comprising Mountain and 

Grassland with flora, Taiga or Coniferous forest. The Valley 

which is as beautiful as Gulmarg and Pahalgam, but less 

spoiled and more pristine is located in North Western 

periphery of Tehsil Handwara of District Kupwara, 97 Kms 

away from Srinagar, summer capital of Jammu and Kashmir 

(India). The valley with its ideal setting will surely capture 

the hearts and the minds of all visitors to the region. The 

approach to Bangus, passing through various forest ranges 

provides an ample opportunity for those in the search of 

adventure. 

There are two elliptical bowl shaped valleys with 

name of Bodh Bangus (Big Bangus) and Lakut Bangus 

(Small Bangus). Occupying an estimated area of about 300 

sq. kms (20 x 15 Km) the principal valley locally known as 

Bodh Bangus (big Bangus) consists of a linear elliptical 

bowl aligned along the east west axis. It comprises a 

mountain biome which includes grassland biome with flora 

at Lower altitudes and coniferous forests at a higher altitude. 

The area also contains wetlands in the form of a Fresh Water 

Marsh located within the Bungus valley. 

A small side valley known as Lokut Bangus (small 

Bangus) lies in the north eastern side of the main valley. 

Both the valleys comprise level green meadows surrounded 

by low lying mountains covered with dense pine forests 

(Budloo). The approach to Bangus, passing through various 

forest ranges provides an ample opportunity for those in 

search of adventure. The Valley and the inhabitants living 

here in and the surrounding areas, provide a unique 

opportunity for the study and understanding of cultural and 

biological diversity. Because of its unique natural resources, 

Bangus Valley is the very few of the tourist spots which 

possess hills, streams, and lots of natural beauty and 

greenery within. Bangus meadows are probably the most 

beautiful in Kashmir and an ideal place for adventure 

camping. 
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Fig. 2: Bangus Valley 

V. THE MAIN TOURISM ATTRACTIONS IN BANGUS VALLEY 

ARE 

A. Natural Sources: 

1) Kajinag Mountain: 

Kajinag Mountain derives its name from the Kajinag spring 

which is situated at its top. It forms the line of control 

between India and Pakistan in Handwara Tehsil and has a 

height of 15524 feet. It usually remains snow clad most of 

the year. On the top of it stands the historical Kajinag spring 

and Satkohl Nag which have been providing water to 

Kehmil, Puhru, Mawar and Talar rivers of the district and 

some of the water goes to Pakistan through Nowkote. 

2) Shamsbari Mountains: 

Shamsbari Mountain is situated at an altitude of 12000 feet 

high. It lies between Ramhal and Karnah area. It remains 

snow clad and is rich with glaciers, providing water to 

Batmooji River of Karnah. Because of its natural beauty and 

charm, Shamsbary Mountain is indeed a vital part of Bangus 

tourism. This Mountain offers the opportunity to get a 

panoramic view of the Vale of Bangus from its top. People 

believe that there reside the blind and deaf fairies who kill 

people in winter. This mountain diverts the water of Kajinag 

to the valley.  

B. Flora and Fauna: 

Bangus Valley with vast tourism potential is one of the 

relatively unexplored grasslands and unknown tourists 

paradise situated in the lap of Himalayan Mountains. The 

geographical and climatic conditions, prevailing in the 

Bangus Valley pave the way for diversity and plenty of flora 

and fauna. It is a part of a unique ecological area, 

comprising Mountain and Grassland with flora, Taiga or 

Coniferous forest. The variety of trees, grasses, crops and 

flowers which Bangus have is the only of its kind. These 

Wild flowers not only add to the beauty of the region but 

also have medical importance. This area is also a home of 

various species of wild animals such as leopard, jungle cats, 

Hogdeer (parha), Black bear, Goral (wild goat), Musk deer, 

snow leopard, Wild Boar,  Monkeys, Mongoose, squirrel 

and Hare, Jackal etc. Apart from these, Peacock and other 

birds like Thrushes, Bablers, Orioles, Bayas, Bee-eaters, 

Fly-catchers, Shrike, Tailar bird, Wood pecker, Cuckoo, 

Koel, Doves, Hawk, Shikra, Eagle, Brain feverbird (Papiha) 

owlet, Barn owl, king Fishers and Egrets, Partridge, Quail, 

Bulbul, Parrots, Hoopoe, Pigeon, Sparrow, Crows, Jungles 

fowl, Kiter Buzzard, and vultures can be seen in plenty 

Bangus Valley.  

1) Nilwan Grassland: 

It is a large linear marshy type of meadow surrounded all 

sides by forest lands and is traversed by a small stream 

popularly known as Mawar nallah. On one side of Nilwan 

Maidan lies a shrine of a Muslim saint Known as Ziarat-i-

Doodh Baba sahib. This meadow is presently being used as 

a grazing ground by shepherds. Nilwan contains numerous 

narrow mountain passes leading into it, locally known as 

gallis. Some of the gallies are also temporarily inhabited by 

the members of Gujjar community during their pastoral 

activities. 

2) Pooshdoori Meadow: 

Pooshdoori is a beautiful meadow located on an altitude of 

8290 ft. above sea level.  It is one of the most beautiful 

valleys with huge meadow surrounded on all sides by dense 

pine forests with a stream flowing through. The meadow 

with its ideal setting will surely capture the hearts and the 

minds of all visitors to the regi 

C. Rural tourism/ Village Tourism: 

 Any form of tourism that showcases rural life, art, culture 

and heritage at rural locations, there by benefiting the local 

community economically and socially as well as enabling 

interaction between the tourist and the locals for a more 

enriching tourism experience is termed rural tourism. 

The villages around Bangus Valley have a huge potential for 

rural tourism. This potential if make use can be a boon for 

local people. The religious, cultural and lingual multitude of 

villages in Bangus Valley is of immense importance for the 
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eco-tourists. The various villages in Bangus Valley which 

have potential of rural tourism are: 

1) Mawar Village:  

Mawar is a beautiful village in Bangus Valley and is located 

on the bank of Mawar stream. Because of its natural 

mesmerizing scenery, conducive climate, varied topography 

and cosmic meadows, numerous streams, springs, fragrant 

flowers, delicious fruits, pastures and other natural 

panorama, it has a scope of becoming an exotic tourist 

destination. Mawar Village makes an excellent base camp 

for trekking to Bangus Valley. In the summer months this 

Village area is visited for the day by many down country 

tourists from the various parts of Northern India.  

2) Reshwari Village: 

Reshwari village in Bangus Valley is surrounded by 

snow clad mountains, thick green forests and 

rivulets in cascades flowing from the mountains. This 

charming place has a large scope for adventure tourism due 

to presence of sprawling meadows with flourishing green 

grass and attractive flowers that make the surround fragrant. 

There are two tourist Dak Bunglows available for tourists in 

Reshwari Village.  

3) Drangyari Tourist Village: 

Drangyari is situated on the Kupwara–Karnah road against 

the towering Shamsabari hills. Because to its gushing 

streams, lush meadows and historical spots, it is counted 

among one of the famous tourist villages around Bangus 

Valley. Drangyari has the potential to attract foreign tourists 

by way of bird watching, nature treks and related eco-

tourism activities. The area hosts many birds including 

Pheasants, Tragophan, Monal Pheasant, Black Partridge, 

Bush and wildfowl. Besides tourists, a large number of 

people from across the Valley visit this place. Adjoining 

areas of Drangyari host many historical spots including 

Farkan, Melyal, Raja Ram mountains, Ram Kund, Seeta 

Kund, Lakshman Kund and Hanuman Kund. Springs at 

Melyal Harie area here are considered sacred by Hindus and 

Kashmiri Pandits. There is also a famous temple Kheer 

Bhawani at Tikker Kupwara. Thousands of devotees 

throung the temple during its annual mela. 

D. Trekking Sources:  

Trekking is both adventure and exploration. Generally, 

trekking is a voyage on foot to explore new. To meet new 

people and their products, to discover new routes, places, 

topographies and natural environments is all a trekker 

desires. Trekking is to gratify a man's essential desire i.e. to 

travel into the world and seek adventure.  

Bangus Valley is situated in the lap of mighty 

Himalayan Mountains. The snow laden peaks surrounded 

Bangus Valley have their own charm and beauty with many 

of them unexplored and virgin. There are various amazing 

passes which connect the Bangus Valley with other areas. 

These passes also serve as meadows of tribal people, like 

Gujjars and Bakarwals. Bangus Valley is an attractive 

region for trekkers. Due to lack of transportation facilities 

and modes of communication it has always been a kind of 

trekking ground for locals and outsiders. The significant and 

well-known trekking routes of Bangus Valley are: 

1) Mawar Trekking Route through Rashwari: 

This trekking route starts from Nelvan up to the Bangus 

Valley and a trek of 4 hours is needed through lush green 

forests to reach Bangus meadows. 

2) Rajwar Trekking Route through Wader Reshnar: 

This trekking route starts from Reshnar up to Bangus Valley 

through two paths or gullies Rahwali and Yaddil.  

 
Fig. 3: Route Map of Bangus Valley 

E. Historical and Archaeological Sources: 

1) Kalaroos Caves and Satbaran Tunnel: 

These caves are located in Kalaroos village near Bangus 

Valley of Kupwara District. It is believed that Kalaroos 

caves leads to Russia. The first two and a half kilometres of 

the tunnel can be covered on foot.  At the end of the 

Lashtyal village there is a giant structure- monumental site 

called Satbaran (7 doors of carved stones) which depict 

great architecture of carving of stones in old times. It is 

located in between the Madhmudu and Lashtyal villages. 
The stone is engraved with seven doors and people call it 

Sath Barr (in local parlance) which means seven doors. 

These seven doors indicate the seven different routes to 

Russia and other countries. These structures are of unique 

archaeological importance. The Satbaran place is 

meticulously crafted half buried stone in the ground. These 
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caves attract people of adjoining areas. They have become 

popular picnic spot. 

F. Cultural Sources:  

1) People: 

Like its scenic beauty, Bangus valley is even famous for its 

cultural heritage. The valley of Bangus is very rich as far as 

a different aspect of its culture is concerned. The people of 

Bangus Valley are hospitable by nature. They enjoy social 

life and mutual entertainment. They are mosaic of different 

castes and tribes etc. They speak Pahari, Kashmiri, and 

Urdu, with a great diversity of local and sub-regional 

dialects. The most important part of the cultural identity of 

the people of Bangus Valley is the Kashmiri (Koshur) and 

Urdu language. 

2) Folk Songs and Dances: 

Folk songs and dances of any region portray the life style of 

its people, their tastes, traditions, costumes, rituals and 

culture. Bangus Valley is only one of its kinds which have 

affluent and dissimilar heritage, colourful cultural life and 

fabulous folk songs and folk dances. It has unique cultural 

forms and styles of singing and dances. Gujjars, paharis, 

Bakarwals and Kashmiris are the most important segments 

of the population in and around Bangus Valley.  Cultural 

music and dance like Wanvun, Rouf, Gojri Dance, Keekli, 

Koshur Sufiana etc. forms a very important part of Cultural 

identity.  

G. Religious Sources: 

Kashmir is a land of Sufis and Saints. It is a hub of religious 

visitors belonging to different faiths, even from outside the 

state. The prominent religious place in Bangus Valley 

includes: 

1) Ziarat-i-Doodh Baba sahib:   

This Ziarat is located on one side of Nilwan Maidan near the 

LOC. The place is regularly visited by followers of different 

religious beliefs.  This shrine place is surrounded by lofty 

mountain peaks, lush green forests, eye catching springs and 

beautiful sinuous streams. People from all faiths come to 

this place in great numbers, even from outside Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

2) Ziara Muqam Shah Wali Sahib:  

The shrine is of famous Saint Zaiti Shah Wali, located in 

village Muqam Shah. Zaiti Shah was initially Army 

Commander of Ali Shah Chek and a disciple of Hazrat 

Hamza Makdoomi. This shrine is very much famous for 

pilgrimage tourism. The Shrine of Zaiti Shah, his spring, his 

sister‟s tomb, his brothers tomb and a Jamia Masjid are 

located in the same premises in the village. The shrine is 

treated equally sacred by Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs. There 

are so many spiritual and super natural activities attributed 

to the saint. The residents of the village claim to 

be the offsprings of the saints brother. It is believed that the 

fish in the close by spring have been put in it by Zaiti Shah 

as dry fish which came to life. The shrine is a spot of 

pilgrimage tourism. A three day mela is held at the Shrine in 

May every year in which Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs 

participate in large numbers. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

At present tourism industry appeared as a very competitive 

and promising sector. It is not only that tourism sector earns 

foreign currency but also that it creates image of the country 

and cultural diversification. Bungus Valley an unexplored 

hub for eco-tourism is paradise for nature‟s lovers. Its 

location, greenery, evergreen forest, mountains, hills, valley 

streams, cultural heritage and rich bio-diversity provide a 

wide base for the development of eco-tourism. It is a part of 

a unique eco-system with a distinct bio-diversity. The valley 

with its ideal setting will surely capture the hearts and the 

minds of all visitors to the region. In order to promote the 

natural tourism potential of Bungus Valley, it is very 

important to develop a set of objectives, which will 

encouraging visitors to the area and will also simultaneously 

help in protecting and conserving the existing environment 

of the Valley. For an overall sustainable development of 

Bungus Valley as a variable tourist destination, an integrated 

approach to tourism planning and conserving of the rich, 

natural eco-system is required. Thus traditional tourism in 

terms of accommodation, accessibility, road network, 

services and related marketing and economic development 

need to be combined and integrated with a tourism 

development plan that primarily focuses on the preservation 

of the existing Eco-System. Thus there is an urgent need to 

discover and setup new ways and means through which 

negative impacts can be minimized and positive impacts can 

be strengthened keeping the basic concept of ecotourism in 

mind. So it is concluded that if all these measures are taken 

the tourism sector in Bangus Valley would yield a positive 

result.  
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